
Primary 1-3 Class: 

  Welcome to another of our weekly blogs from P1-3! It’s another busy week! We have several shares to begin with… 

          

Look at George’s super bath mitt! He tells us it hasn’t been in the bath yet – it’s overdue George! There are two 

shares from Autumn – the first being Olga da Polga. Autumn loves these stories and so do I! I expect many of you 

remember Heather reading them to us! Our second picture shows Autumn with Bunny, who sleeps on a shelf in the 

bedroom! Phoenix is also keen to show us his gorgeous tabby kitten! 

     

To end the week, Phoenix shared his Ninja lego models which he says he loves to collect! It’s a great hobby, I think! 

Autumn also remembered to bring in her Olga da Polga books to show us! She recommends these books as really 

good reads! Michael Bond, the author, also wrote Paddington – which are stories we all love too!  

 

Maths: 

We began our week with Maths. Some children were learning new skills this week. Logan, Autumn, Elsie, Brooke and 

Darcey were adding bundles of ten! Enjoying their addition – it’s Phoenix and Robert! 



     

       

   

Cooper, George, Zoe and Rowan are grappling with addition of two-digit numbers with bridging using a blank 

number line! 

Doubles kings Phoenix and Robert are busy calculating all the doubles they can find using the ladybird cards. 

Working on Numeracy tasks we have Logan, Autumn, Darcey, Elsie and Brooke! Working on solving the times tables 

– It’s Cooper, Zoe, Rowan and George! Well done everyone! 



     

   

 

Literacy: 

After spending a bit of time on the Flannan Isle mystery last week, we have returned to our main Lighthouse keeper 

story, and Mrs. Grinling in particular! We think she is very industrious too! We are keeping a diary as Mrs. Grinling as 

we think about all the jobs she does during the busy week! In pairs beginning our diary drafts we have Rowan and 

Robert; Elsie and Phoenix; Darcey working alone, but supported a bit by Mrs. Mackinnon; Brooke and Autumn; 

Cooper and George and finally Zoe and Logan who are reading the rest of us a few of their ideas! We hope to finish 

our drafts this week! 

     



     

…to finish the week, we began looking at our new list of spellings. Miss Edwards was our visitor into class and she 

was eager to see the sorts of things we were doing! Friday is a tough day to begin spellings – but we gave it our best 

shot! 

       

Primary one are busy working on their most recent blend “ch” and they are cutting shapes to make their own trains! 

Rainbow letters and chalk pen spellings were also on the agenda! 

     

Creativity often helps us to remember things. Have P2 remembered to write in sentences? Let’s look at what they 

have written on the desks for evidence! 

They left me their work to read over playtime! I think they have done well – they are all using a capital letter and a 

full stop! Well done! 

 



     

     

George, Cooper, Zoe and Rowan were also busy on cotton bud painted letters! Unfortunately, I wasn’t quick enough 

with my camera to capture that action! However, I did leap up when we were busily engaged on Sumdog! 

   

Well done everyone! More spellings next week, I’m sure! 

P.E. 

       



It’s always difficult to secure a gym slot when the Prelims are going on! Not to worry though, as we used the GM 

classroom to work on some stretching and some yoga exercises! It worked out very well…. Balances, tree postures, 

lunges, aeroplane balance, plie squat – and a low plank competition! Cooper and Brooke are head-to-head! 

       

   

 

A look at landuse – Scalpay Light: 

     



    

 

Continuous Provision: 

Our independent play is continuing to illustrate our love of The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch. George and Rowan were 

using the hand drill and screws. Just look at this wonderful lighthouse that they made together…. They even 

constructed a foghorn for their illustration! Excellent teamwork boys! 

      

     

Mr. Grinling is relaxing next to his lighthouse with Hamish the cat! Brooke had some quiet time and chose our tuff 

tray to spend a few minutes on her own! It’s allowed so long as it’s a choice! We had a craft table this week and 

Autumn and Zoe produced their own lighthouse designs using different media – felt tips and oil pastels! Well done 

girls! Logan is busy making a stripy lighthouse from the beads and pegboards! 

As part of our topic, we are looking at how the land has been used 

around the lighthouse. We are beginning little picture maps to 

illustrate this… I suspect more news on this to follow… 

 



       

       

Using pegboards is quite tricky when making a picture as you must follow the holes! Cooper and Phoenix gave this a 

go. I can see your lighthouses are flashing boys – and I can see there’s a foghorn too! Well done all of you! 

 

Flannan Isle Work: 

A little re-cap on our work from last week! Our writing and scenes are complete and we are adding finishing touches 

to our corridor display! Of course, we all got involved in this little exercise…. 

       



    

       

….and finally here is our finished display! Once again the children have not let me down! I think we all enter into a 
farce with considerable enthusiasm!  

 

Assembly: 

   

 

Our assembly certificates are on the way again. 

This month is Respected February. And we have a worthy 

winner in P1-3! 

Zoe has been supporting our younger children with their 

writing, encouraging them to use their sounds so they can 

help write class sentences. 

I am delighted – well done Zoe! 



School Closure – Part Two!    

Just when we all thought we were once again getting into our stride! Fierce winds this time closed the Comhairle 
schools! Some of you have remembered to share some of your thoughts! Here’s Mrs. Grinling’s mustard sandwiches 
shared by Cooper! Followed by one of Cooper’s Sumdog tasks! George wrapped up and went out on the trampoline 
for a breath of fresh air! 

      

After learning the “y” sound recently Logan has been really looking forward to making a yummy yoghurt smoothie 

from his sound book! Well this week he got the chance…..but I’m not quite sure how much he enjoyed drinking it!! 

     

       

…and there has been a fair amount of work completed while we were off. Mrs. Mackinnon had looked over all of 

them and couldn’t decide on an overall winner...  even with Flora helping to judge all our entries! Autumn has 



written some super sentences and has drawn a lovely scene from the Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch. Robert has drawn 

this super lighthouse picture; while Rowan has drawn a very detailed scene with some writing also! Three children 

got a little prize each. Well done everyone who sent things in to me! 

 

Library Visit: 

Once again, our library is open for visitors! We decided to pop along this week and get into the spirit of choosing a 

book to borrow and read at home.  

Mrs. Mackinnon took a story to share with us. Today’s choice was “Katie Morag and the two grandmothers”. We 

particularly missed Heather who was a great raconteur of stories! It certainly did not feel the same! However, we 

met our new librarian and did quite a bit of browsing! We picked up quite a few books before making our final 

choices! 

 

       

        

 

 

 

 



Gaelic Music: 

   

Here we are working on our current Gaelic song! It sounds very sea shanty-ish I think! Anyway, everyone is giving 

this a go! I have put a copy on Seesaw for everyone to listen to when they have a few spare minutes! 

 

Awards: 

      

 

Phew! I think that’s it! Have a great weekend everyone! 

 

 

Oh, I do like giving out awards! This 

time we have Zoe and Cooper earning a 

gold credit card each! 

Both children have answered 60 

questions correctly on the ten times 

table in five minutes! 

Both children tell me they are up for the 

next challenge! Either 2x or 5x table if 

you want to earn another award you 

two! 

Well done both of you! 

 


